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Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
Department of Health and Human Services 
Attn: CMS-9968-ANPRM 
P.O. Box 8016 
Baltimore, MD 21244-1850  

 
Re: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on 
 Preventive Services, File Code CMS-9968-ANPRM 
 

Dear Sir or Madam:  

The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty submits the following 
comments on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(�“ANPRM�”) on preventive services. 77 Fed. Reg. 16501 (Mar. 21, 
2012).  

Introduction 

The Becket Fund is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, public interest 
law firm dedicated to protecting the free expression of all religious 
traditions. It has successfully represented clients from a wide 
variety of religious traditions�—including Buddhists, Christians, 
Hindus, Jews, Muslims, Native Americans, Sikhs, and Zoroastri-
ans�—in religious liberty litigation around the world.  

The Becket Fund takes no position on the morality of any par-
ticular medical procedure (whether abortion, sterilization, contra-
ception, stem-cell research, or euthanasia), though the morality of 
such procedures is a profoundly important question. Rather, The 
Becket Fund focuses on a single issue: the basic human right of 
every individual to follow his or her conscience, and the corollary 
right of religious institutions to live in accordance with con-
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science. That right has not only been protected in the health care context ever since 
Roe v. Wade,1 but also has a long and storied place in American history�—from the 
conscientious refusal of 18th-century Quakers to bear arms, to the conscientious 
refusal of 20th-century Jehovah�’s Witnesses to pledge allegiance to the American 
flag.  

The Becket Fund has repeatedly resisted the violation of conscience inherent in 
the HHS mandate.2 In January 2011, seven months before the administration 
adopted the mandate, The Becket Fund expressed its concern that �“without a robust 
exemption, mandated coverage for prescription contraceptives and sterilization 
would pose an unprecedented threat to the rights of conscience of religious employ-
ers and others who have religious or moral objections to these procedures.�”3 Shortly 
after the administration published its interim final rule in August 2011,4 The Beck-
et Fund submitted comments highlighting problems with the mandate�’s exceedingly 
narrow religious exemption.5 Finally, when no changes to the mandate were forth-
coming, The Becket Fund filed the nation�’s first lawsuit challenging the mandate on 
behalf of Belmont Abbey College.6 Since then, The Becket Fund has filed three more 
lawsuits on behalf of Colorado Christian University,7 Eternal Word Television Net-
work,8 and Ave Maria University.9 All four organizations�—along with many other 

                                                 
 

1 See Letter from The Becket Fund to HHS re: Rescission Proposal Comments (April 8, 
2009) (�“BF Rescission Comments�”), available at http://www.becketfund.org/wp-content
/uploads/2011/09/Rescission-Proposal-Becket-Fund-Comments.pdf. 
2 By �“HHS mandate,�” or �“mandate,�” we mean the requirement that health insurance 
plans cover all FDA-approved contraceptive methods (including abortion-inducing 
drugs), sterilization procedures, and patient education and counseling�—a requirement 
that has been published as a final rule at 77 Fed. Reg. 8725 (Feb. 15, 2012). 
3 Eric N. Kniffin, The Becket Fund, Remarks to IOM Committee on Preventative Ser-
vices for Women, January 12, 2011.  
4 76 Fed. Reg. 46621 (Aug. 3, 2011) 
5 See Letter from The Becket Fund to HHS re: Interim Final Rules on Preventive Ser-
vices (September 30, 2011) (�“BF Preventive Services Comments�”), available at 
http://www.becketfund.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/BF-Comments-to-HHS-on-
Contraception-Mandate-9-30-11.pdf.  
6 Belmont Abbey College v. Sebelius, No. 11-CV-1989 (D.D.C.) (filed Nov. 10, 2011). 
7 Colorado Christian University v. Sebelius, No. 11-CV-3350 (D. Colo.) (filed Dec. 21, 
2011). 
8 Eternal Word Television Network v. Sebelius, No. 12-CV-501 (N.D. Ala.) (filed Feb. 9, 
2012). 
9 Ave Maria University v. Sebelius, No. 12-CV-88 (M.D. Fla.) (filed Feb. 21, 2011). 
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organizations counseled or advised by the Becket Fund�—are compelled by the man-
date to violate their religious beliefs. 

On March 21, 2012, the administration issued an Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, in which it suggested �“potential means of accommodating�” religious 
organizations that would be forced by the HHS mandate to violate their religious 
beliefs.10 However, the administration�’s proposed �“accommodations�” fail in many 
important respects. We address three: 

(1) First, many individuals and organizations are not covered by the proposed 
�“accommodation�” at all, meaning that they are still forced to violate their 
religious beliefs.  

(2) Second, the proposed �“accommodation�” does not address the core problem 
with the mandate, meaning that even many organizations that are cov-
ered by the �“accommodation�” are still forced to violate their religious be-
liefs.  

(3) Third, the �“accommodation�” is legally unworkable. 

At the end of the day, the administration�’s proposed �“accommodation�” solves 
nothing. Individuals and organizations across the country, including the organiza-
tions represented by The Becket Fund, will still be forced to violate their religious 
beliefs. Rather than adopting an illusory �“accommodation,�” the administration 
should adopt a broad exemption for all stakeholders with conscientious objections to 
the mandate. Such an exemption is not only consistent with our nation�’s history of 
respect for religious liberty, but also required by federal law and the Constitution. 

1. Many conscientious objectors are not covered by the proposed �“ac-
commodation.�”  

The first problem with the proposed �“accommodation�” is that it leaves out many 
entities that should be protected. Under the final version of the mandate, the vast 
majority of employers in the country are required to provide contraception, steriliza-
tion, and abortion-inducing drugs, regardless of their conscientious objections. The 
proposed �“accommodation�” does not change the mandate, and it does not change the 
narrow religious exemption. Those remain as final rules. 

The proposed �“accommodation�” is limited to non-exempt, �“non-profit religious 
organizations.�”11 Although the administration does not say how it intends to define 

                                                 
 

10 77 Fed. Reg. at 16501. 
11 77 Fed. Reg. at 16503. 
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�“religious organizations,�” it suggests that the definition of �“religious organization�” 
should be limited to churches or tax-exempt organizations that are �“controlled by or 
associated with a church or a convention or association of churches.�”12 Under this 
definition (and other alternative definitions), many stakeholders with religious 
objections to the mandate will not be covered by the proposed �“accommodation.�” For 
example: 

 An individual who owns a small business will not be covered by the pro-
posed �“accommodation�” because she is not a �“non-profit.�” She will be 
forced to provide coverage for contraception, sterilization, and abortion-
inducing drugs in violation of her religious beliefs.  

 A non-profit, non-religious organization dedicated to caring for women in 
crisis pregnancies will not be covered by the proposed �“accommodation.�” It 
will be forced to provide coverage for contraception, sterilization, and 
abortion-inducing drugs, even if doing so would violate its individual 
members�’ and directors�’ religious beliefs.  

 Fraternal organizations, religious colleges, or parachurch ministries, 
which are not �“controlled by or associated with a church or a convention or 
association of churches,�”13 would not be covered by the proposed �“accom-
modation.�” They would be forced to provide coverage for contraception, 
sterilization, and abortion-inducing drugs in violation of their religious be-
liefs. 

 A religious health insurance issuer would not be covered by the proposed 
�“accommodation.�” Although the administration says that it �“seek[s] in-
formation�” on this issue,14 such entities are currently forced to cover con-
traception, sterilization, and abortion-inducing drugs in violation of their 
religious beliefs.  

 A third-party administrator of a self-insured plan would not be covered by 
the proposed �“accommodation.�” Although the administration says that it 
�“seek[s] information�” on this issue,15 such entities are currently forced to 
cover contraception, sterilization, and abortion-inducing drugs in violation 
of their religious beliefs. 

                                                 
 

12 77 Fed. Reg. at 16504. 
13 77 Fed. Reg. at 16504. 
14 77 Fed. Reg. at 16507 (discussing �“religious health insurance issuers�”). 
15 77 Fed. Reg. at 16507 (discussing �“third-party administrators�”). 
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In short, the proposed �“accommodation�” does nothing for the vast swath of or-
ganizations and individuals that fall outside the administration�’s definition of �“non-
profit religious organizations.�” All of these entities are still forced to violate their 
religious beliefs. 

2. The proposed �“accommodation�” does not accommodate many of the 
organizations that qualify for it.  

An even deeper problem with the proposed �“accommodation�” is that it does not 
actually relieve the burden on many of the religious organizations that qualify for 
the accommodation. This is true for both insured plans and self-insured plans.  

a. Insured plans 

For insured plans, the administration intends to require �“health insurance issu-
ers�” to �“assume the responsibility for the provision of contraceptive coverage with-
out cost sharing to participants and beneficiaries covered under the plan, independ-
ent of the religious organization.�”16 But there are several problems with this re-
quirement.  

First, even assuming that �“coverage of contraceptives is at least cost neutral�”17�—
a dubious proposition at best18�—that is not the same as saying contraception, steri-
lization, and abortion-inducing drugs cost nothing. When an insurance issuer pays a 
claim for these drugs or procedures, the money to pay the claim must come from 
somewhere. And as the ANPRM acknowledges, that money comes from �“premiums�” 
paid by the religious organization.19 It makes no difference that the issuer might 

                                                 
 

16 77 Fed. Reg. at 16503. 
17 77 Fed. Reg. at 16503 & n.6. 
18 If covering all FDA approved contraceptive methods and sterilization procedures 
without cost sharing were �“at least cost neutral,�” one would expect to find that most 
insurance plans already provide that benefit. But they do not. A recent survey of phar-
macy directors representing over 100 million pharmacy-covered lives found that 73% do 
not currently have a plan in place that would satisfy the contraception mandate. Reim-
bursement Intelligence, Payer Survey: Current Contraception Benefit Structure and 
Anticipated Impact of Mandated No-Cost Access for All Members, available at 
http://reimbursementintelligence.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Contraceptive-
Report_V3FINAL.pdf (visited June 6, 2012). Furthermore, none of the respondents 
thought that the contraception mandate would lead to net cost savings by preventing 
unintended pregnancies, and only 20% thought the mandate would be cost neutral. Id. 
Far more expected that the mandate would increase costs. Id. 
19 77 Fed. Reg. at 16506 (�“Premiums from multiple organizations are pooled in a �‘book of 
business�’ from which the issuer pays for services.�”). 
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not charge the religious organization a higher premium to cover the cost of contra-
ception, sterilization, and abortion-inducing drugs (assuming, again, the dubious 
proposition that such coverage is cost neutral20); the issuer is still paying for those 
drugs and procedures out of the premiums paid by the religious organization.21 For 
many religious organizations, this is clearly forbidden participation in grave moral 
evil. 

Second, even assuming funds could somehow be segregated, such that no reli-
gious organization�’s premiums ever contributed to contraception, sterilization, or 
abortion-inducing drug payments�—another dubious proposition�—such segregation 
would not remove the substantial burden on religious exercise. For many religious 
organizations, the problem is not just that the religious organization�’s premium 
payments somehow end up paying for objectionable drugs and procedures; the prob-
lem is that the religious organization is forced to play an enabling role�—whether 
financial or not�—in the purchase of contraception, sterilization, and abortion-
inducing drugs. In other words, the employer�’s act of providing a health insurance 
plan results in the employee receiving objectionable coverage. As the United States 
Conference of Catholic Bishops explained: �“In effect, an employer�’s offering any 
health plan will operate as a �‘ticket,�’ so to speak, entitling the bearer to reimburse-
ment for the purchase of contraceptives to which she would not otherwise be enti-
tled.�”22 This is a substantial burden on many organizations�’ religious exercise, apart 
from any direct financial contribution toward contraception, sterilization, or abor-
tion-inducing drugs. 

Third, the proposed �“accommodation�” not only forces conscientious objectors to 
participate in moral evil, but also deprives them of the opportunity to do good. Many 
religious organizations desire to provide a health plan consistent with their reli-
gious beliefs; many employees desire to receive a health plan consistent with their 
religious beliefs. But the mandate (and the proposed �“accommodation�”) deprive 
these organizations and employees from living in accordance with their religious 

                                                 
 

20 See n.18, supra. 
21 See also Letter from the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops re: Advance 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Preventive Services 11-12 (May 15, 2012) (�“USCCB 
ANPRM Comments�”), available at http://www.usccb.org/about/general-counsel/ 
rulemaking/upload/comments-on-advance-notice-of-proposed-rulemaking-on-preventive-
services-12-05-15.pdf.   
22 USCCB ANPRM Comments at 12, available at http://www.usccb.org/about/general-
counsel/rulemaking/upload/comments-on-advance-notice-of-proposed-rulemaking-on-
preventive-services-12-05-15.pdf.   
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beliefs, because any health plan they provide will be altered by others over their 
objections.23 This, too, is a substantial burden on the exercise of religion. 

b. Self-insured plans 

The proposed �“accommodation�” also fails to relieve the burden on religious or-
ganizations that self insure. For self-insured plans, the administration proposes 
that �“a third-party administrator of the group health plan or some other independ-
ent entity assume this responsibility [of providing contraceptive coverage without 
cost sharing].�”24 But this proposed �“accommodation�” suffers from the same problems 
as the �“accommodation�” for insured plans, and then some. 

The first problem is identifying where the third-party administrator will get the 
money to pay claims for contraception, sterilization, and abortion-inducing drugs. 
Because third-party administrators do not receive premiums or pay other claims, 
there are no hypothetical �“cost savings�” from which the third-party administrator 
can pay for these drugs or procedures. Thus, the most likely outcome is that third-
party administrators will raise fees on religious organizations that self insure, in 
which case the religious organization ends up paying for contraception, sterilization, 
and abortion-inducing drugs. 

Aware of this problem, the administration has floated several �“possible ap-
proaches�” that a third-party administrator might use �“to fund the contraceptive 
coverage without using funds provided by the religious organization�”�—such as hav-
ing the third-party administrator use revenue that is not obligated to plan sponsors, 
receive funds from another non-profit organization, receive a credit under the Af-
fordable Care Act�’s reinsurance program, or separately arrange for objectionable 
coverage with another independent entity.25 But as the Self-Insurance Institute of 
America has explained, none of these approaches is feasible, and several would 
violate current laws regulating third-party administrators.26 Thus, the proposed 
�“accommodation�” simply creates more problems without solving anything. 

                                                 
 

23 USCCB ANPRM Comments at 12-13, available at http://www.usccb.org/about/ 
general-counsel/rulemaking/upload/comments-on-advance-notice-of-proposed-
rulemaking-on-preventive-services-12-05-15.pdf.  
24 77 Fed. Reg. at 16503. 
25 77 Fed. Reg. at 16507. 
26 Letter from the Self-Insurance Institute of America re: CMS-9968-ANPRM (May 7, 
2012) (�“SIIA ANPRM Comments�”), available at http://www.becketfund.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/06/SIIA-on-ANPRM.pdf.   
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Third, even if the administration could successfully coerce third-party adminis-
trators into paying for contraception, sterilization, and abortion-inducing drugs, it 
would not relieve the burden on religious exercise. As explained above, the burden 
on religious exercise comes not just from the flow of money, but from forcing the 
religious organization to play an enabling role in the purchase of objectionable 
drugs and procedures. Merely requiring third-party administrators to pay for objec-
tionable drugs and procedures with its own funds does not remove the religious 
organization from religiously forbidden participation in moral evil. 

Fourth, as the ANPRM suggests, some self-insured religious organizations do 
not have a third-party administrator. Thus, there is no third party for the admin-
istration to coerce, and the burden continues to fall directly on the religious organi-
zation.  

3. The proposed �“accommodation�” is legally unworkable.  

Finally, the proposed �“accommodation�” is not only inadequate and unhelpful, but 
also legally unworkable. As a legal matter, if the administration wants to coerce 
insurance issuers or third-party administrators to pay for objectionable coverage, it 
must have statutory authority to do so. But it does not.  

The HHS mandate is based on section 2713 of the Public Health Service Act, 
which provides: �“A group health plan and a health insurance issuer offering group 
or individual health insurance coverage shall, at a minimum provide coverage for 
and shall not impose any cost sharing requirements for . . . preventive care.�”27 By its 
terms, this provision authorizes the administration: (1) to regulate the �“coverage�” 
included in a �“health plan�”; and (2) to prohibit the plan from imposing �“cost shar-
ing�” on beneficiaries. But it does not authorize the administration to dictate how 
much the insurance issuer can charge the religious employer. Thus, it does not 
authorize the administration to command a health insurance issuer, in the words of 
the ANPRM, to make �“health insurance coverage for contraceptive services availa-
ble without any charge to the organization.�”28 And it does not authorize the admin-
istration to command third-party administrators to serve as a plan administrator 
for objectionable coverage, much less find a way to pay for it.29 As the Supreme 
Court explained in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, when President Tru-
man attempted to seize the nation�’s steel mills: �“The President�’s power, if any, to 
issue [an] order must stem either from an act of Congress or from the Constitution 

                                                 
 

27 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-13(a)(4). 
28 77 Fed. Reg. at 16505-06 (emphasis added). 
29 77 Fed. Reg. at 16505. 
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itself.�”30 Here, neither an act of Congress nor the Constitution authorizes the ad-
ministration to force insurance issuers or third-party administrators to provide 
objectionable coverage without charging the religious employer.31  

The proposed �“accommodation�” for self-insured plans also conflicts with other 
laws. As the Self-Insurance Institute of America has pointed out, requiring third-
party administrators to reimburse claims using non-obligated funds �“would likely 
be deemed a prohibited transaction in accordance with the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act (ERISA).�”32 Similarly, if third-party administrators are respon-
sible for paying claims, �“they cease to be a Third Party Administrator and become 
and insurance carrier. . . . This directly conflicts with the federal regulatory regime 
under which [third-party administrators] currently operate.�”33 

Conclusion 

In sum, the administration�’s proposed �“accommodation�” is triply flawed: (1) The 
proposed �“accommodation�” leaves out numerous entities that should be accommo-
dated; (2) The proposed �“accommodation�” fails to relieve the substantial burden on 
the entities that qualify for it; and (3) The proposed �“accommodation�” is legally 
unworkable. We respectfully urge the administration to adopt a broad exemption 
from the mandate for every individual or organization that has a conscientious 
objection to it. The Constitution and federal law require no less. 

Sincerely, 

  
 Luke W. Goodrich  
 Deputy General Counsel 
 The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty 
 

                                                 
 

30 343 U.S. 579, 585 (1952). 
31 See also Michael Stokes Paulsen, No Rule by Decree, The Weekly Standard, Apr. 30, 
2012, available at http://www.weeklystandard.com/articles/no-rule-decree_640527.html 
(explaining why the proposed �“accommodation�” is impermissible under Youngstown). 
32 SIIA ANPRM Comments at 1, available at http://www.becketfund.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/06/SIIA-on-ANPRM.pdf. 
33 SIIA ANPRM Comments at 2, available at http://www.becketfund.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/06/SIIA-on-ANPRM.pdf. 


